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Fractal Design Silent
Series R2 120mm Case Fan

$9.95

Product Images

Short Description
These fans have been speciﬁcally developed to deliver signiﬁcant airﬂow while maintaining low noise levels. Silent Series R2 fans
are available in sizes from 40mm up to 140mm.
All new Silent Series R2 fans are equipped with high performance hydraulic bearings, increasing both fan performance and
reliability. The 120mm and 140mm fans come with a low-speed adapter, which lets you choose between two diﬀerent rotation
speeds without a separate fan controller. Each fan 60mm and larger is packaged with both 4 metal screws and 4 rubber screws to
ensure maximum fan-mounting options. Using the rubber screws allows mechanical decoupling from the case itself, reducing
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vibrations and decreasing the noise level (40 and 50mm feature metal mounting screws only).
The cable on each Silent Series R2 fan is fully sleeved for eﬀortless cable routing and enhanced aesthetics.

Description
These fans have been speciﬁcally developed to deliver signiﬁcant airﬂow while maintaining low noise levels. Silent Series R2 fans
are available in sizes from 40mm up to 140mm.
All new Silent Series R2 fans are equipped with high performance hydraulic bearings, increasing both fan performance and
reliability. The 120mm and 140mm fans come with a low-speed adapter, which lets you choose between two diﬀerent rotation
speeds without a separate fan controller. Each fan 60mm and larger is packaged with both 4 metal screws and 4 rubber screws to
ensure maximum fan-mounting options. Using the rubber screws allows mechanical decoupling from the case itself, reducing
vibrations and decreasing the noise level (40 and 50mm feature metal mounting screws only).
The cable on each Silent Series R2 fan is fully sleeved for eﬀortless cable routing and enhanced aesthetics.

Specifications

Speed
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Low Speed

Normal Speed

850 +/-200RPM

1200 +/- 10%

Dimensions (mm)

120 x 120 x 25

Weight (g)

113.3

Cable length (mm)

500 +/- 10mm

Number of blades

11

Connector

3-Pin fan header

Starting voltage

<11

<6

Max. airﬂow (CFM)

28.8

40.6

Max. pressure (mm
H2O)

0.54

1.07

Noise level (dBA))

12.0

15.0
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Additional Information
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Brand

Fractal Design

SKU

FD-FAN-SSR2-120

Weight

0.6000

Color

Black

Fan Dimensions

120mm

Fan Width

25mm

Fan Connection

3-Pin

Fan Voltage

12 VDC

Fan RPM

1200

Fan CFM

41

Fan Noise (dB)

15

Vendor SKU/EAN

817301010771
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